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Kinetic Particle Simulations of Plasma Charging at Lunar Craters
Under Severe Conditions

David Lund,∗ Xiaoming He,† and Daoru Han‡

Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, Missouri 65409

https://doi.org/10.2514/1.A35622

This paper presents fully kinetic particle simulations of plasma charging at lunar craters with the presence of lunar

lander modules using the recently developed Parallel Immersed-Finite-Element Particle-in-Cell (PIFE-PIC) code.

The computationmodel explicitly includes the lunar regolith layer on top of the lunar bedrock, taking into account the

regolith layer thickness and permittivity as well as the lunar lander module in the simulation domain, resolving a

nontrivial surface terrain or lunar lander configuration. Simulations were carried out to study the lunar surface and

lunar lander module charging near craters at the lunar terminator region under mean and severe plasma

environments. The lunar module’s position is also investigated to see its effect on the plasma charging relative to

the craters. Differential surface charging was clearly resolved by the simulations. For the charging of a lunar lander

module made of conducting materials, the results show a near-uniform potential close to that of its surrounding

environment and moderate levels of local electric fields. Additionally, the risks associated with charging and

discharging increase significantly under a more severe plasma charging environment as shown in the severe

plasma environment cases.

Nomenclature

n = number density
r = radius
T = temperature
v = velocity
λD = Debye length

Subscripts

d = drifting
t = thermal

I. Introduction

T HIS paper considers the plasma charging near the lunar surface
for future exploration missions, specifically, near lunar craters at

the terminator region.Observationsof themoonhave found thepotential
of the sunlit surface is typically a few tens of volts positive with respect
to ambient due to photoelectron emission, while the surface in shadow
can be hundreds to thousands of volts negative due to the hot electron
flux from ambient plasmawhich dominates the charging process [1–8].
Near the lunar polar regions, which are target destinations for planned
Artemis missions, the rugged surface terrain generates localized plasma
wakes and shadow regions that can lead to strongdifferential charging at
the surface [9–11]. The localized plasma flowfield, the charged lunar
surface, and the charged dust clouds are expected to have substantial
influence on the charging of the lunar surface, landers/rovers/habitats,
instruments, and astronauts on the lunar surface [12–14]. Hence, miti-
gating the lunar dust and threat of electrostatic discharge becomes a
priority, and a thorough understanding with the ability to accurately

predict plasma/surface/dust interactions near the lunar surface is vital for
upcoming Artemis missions.
The lunar surface is covered by the lunar regolith layer, which

separates the solid bedrock from the plasma environment. The regolith
layer in most areas is about 4 to 20 m thick [15,16]. Over the years,
there have been many modeling studies looking at plasma charging
of the lunar surface and lunar dust grains [17–27] (cf. Refs. [28–30]
for a more detailed literature review). A complete model of plasma
charging on the lunar surface needs to explicitly take into account the
properties of the regolith layer (such as its permittivity and layer
thickness) and the lunar ground. Recently, Han et al. [28] presented
a general approach of modeling plasma charging at the lunar surface
including the lunar regolith layer as well as the lunar ground below the
regolith layer. This approach integrated particle-in-cell (PIC) with a
nonhomogeneous immersed-finite-element (IFE) field solver capable
of resolving the charging of dielectricmaterials [31,32]. Themain idea
of IFE methods is to incorporate physical interface jump conditions
in the design of local IFE functions [33]. In the past two decades,
the IFE methods have been extensively studied for elliptic interface
partial differential equation problems [34–42], parabolic interface
problems [43,44], hyperbolic interface problems [45–47], Stokes in-
terface problems [48,49], and so on. It has been shown that the IFE
method can achieve optimal convergence on an interface-independent
mesh with the number and location of the degrees-of-freedom iso-
morphic to the standard finite element methods on the same mesh
[50–52]. The IFE functions have been used in various numerical
frameworks such as the discontinuousGalerkinmethod [53–55], finite
volume method [56–58], and nonconforming finite element method
[59].Over the past decades, the IFEmethodhas been successfully used
together with PIC in plasma particle simulations [60–65], including a
nonhomogeneous IFE-PIC algorithm used in Ref. [28]. In the past few
years, the IFE-PIC method has matured to successfully model plasma
dynamics problems arising from many space applications, such as
charging of lunar and asteroidal surfaces [66–71] and dust transport
dynamics around small asteroids [72].
For problems of electrostatic plasma charging ofmaterials (i.e., the

topic of this study), the three-dimensional (3D) IFE-PIC model is
capable of solving the electric field and charge deposition both inside
and outside of irregularly shaped objects immersed in a plasma,
which is unique among PIC-based charging models. The charging
calculation from local charge deposition in the PIC approach also
enables time-varying modeling of the charging process. In the work
by Han et al. [28], two plasma charging problems were considered.
The first problem considered lunar surface charging at the lunar
terminator. The simulation model treated the lunar regolith layer as
part of the simulation domain rather than as a boundary to the ambient
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plasma. Hence, it explicitly took into account the regolith layer per-
mittivity and thickness. The floating potential of the regolith surface
and the bedrock was calculated self-consistently from local charge
deposition, and the electric field was resolved both in the ambient
plasma and in the regolith layer. The second one considered the
charging of a lunar outpost (LO) in a localized shadow region behind
a hill at the lunar terminator. The simulation model treated the LO also
as part of the simulation domain, and the LO charging was calculated
self-consistently from local charge deposition. The results suggested
that, near the lunar terminator, even under a very moderate plasma
charging environment, substantial differential charging (when one
region charges to a different potential than another) could develop.
Lunar regolith, being dielectric, has high possibilities to experience
differential charging at unevenplaces.Understanding the phenomenon
of differential charging is critical because the chance for discharge and
arcing becomes more prevalent for astronauts, their spacesuits, and
equipment.
The IFE-PIC code package in Ref. [28] was serial, which has limited

its applications to relatively small-sized problems with respect to prac-
tical interests, such as the charging of large lunar craters. Toward the
goal of developing a massively scalable, first-principled-based, multi-
scale, multispecies modeling framework for complex plasma-surface
interactions, Han et al. [29] and Lund et al. [30] developed the Parallel
Immersed-Finite-Element Particle-in-Cell (PIFE-PIC)methodwith 3D
domain decomposition usingMessage-Passing-Interface parallel com-
puting architecture, where each subdomain is handled by an individual
processor. In this paper, we use the most updated PIFE-PIC package
[29,30] to conduct fully kinetic simulations of plasma charging at lunar
craters (some of which include lunar lander modules) under mean and
severe magnetosheath plasma environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section III presents

the simulation setup for the lunar crater and the lunar lander module
charging calculations. Section IV discusses the simulation results.
Finally, Sec. V contains a summary and conclusion.

II. Simulation Setup

In this work, we follow the simulation setup procedure of our
earlier work using serial IFE-PIC as inRef. [28], with the newparallel
code suite PIFE-PIC as well as more realistic geometric models of
lunar craters.

A. Plasma Environment

The plasma species are chosen to include the ambient electrons and
ions (depending on the location of the moon in its orbit) and photo-
electron parameters at the lunar surface in the magnetosheath day
side environment. The environment’s parameters were retrieved from
NASA’s Cross-Program Design Specification for Natural Environ-
ments (DSNE) document [73]. The plasma conditions listed in the
DSNE document include the mean, the 95% range, the 99.7% range,
and the maximum range of the observed environments derived from
the THEMIS-ARTEMIS data in the years 2012 through 2018. This
study includes the mean plasma conditions in the magnetosheath day
side environment, shown in Table 1, as well as the 99.7% range of the
observed plasma conditions, which we will refer to as the 99.7%
plasma condition, in themagnetosheath day side environment, shown
in Table 2.
In PIFE-PIC, all dimensions are normalized (dimensionless) using

the photoelectron parameters at a 90 deg sun elevation angle as the

normalization reference for each respective environment and plasma
condition. All the simulation results presented here are for a 5 deg sun
elevation angle representing the lunar terminator region. When set-
ting up the cases for 5 deg sun elevation angles, solar wind species
would break their velocity components into horizontal and vertical
directions using the flow direction angle [i.e., a factor of cos(5 deg)].
For photoelectrons generated locally on the surface, their numbers
were also scaled similarly based on the local sun elevation angle
(using the inner product of the sunvector and the local surface normal
vector).

B. Computation Domain and Boundary Conditions

The computation domain has 120 × 40 × 60 PIC cells for the
simulations with the mean plasma conditions and has 200 × 125 ×
350 PIC cells for the 99.7% plasma condition because the more
extreme environment has a larger Debye length, resulting in the need
of a larger domain size. In physical units, the domain size is approx-
imately 132 by 44 by 66m for themean plasma conditions and 220 by
137.5 by 385 m for the 99.7% plasma condition. At the Zmin boun-
dary, the simulation domain includes a layer of conducting bedrock
with a thickness of 5.23 m. On top of the bedrock is a layer of
dielectric regolith with a thickness of 5.5 m. The lunar bedrock layer
and the regolith layer have a relative permitivitty of 4. A Dirichlet
boundary condition of zero potential is applied at the Zmax boundary,
whereas a Neumann boundary condition for the zero electric field is
applied on the five other domain boundaries.
Particles representing ions and electrons are preloaded and in-

jected into the domain with an angle of 5 deg toward the surface in
the X-Z plane. Particles representing photoelectrons are generated at
the sunlit regions according to the local sunlight index. At the glo-
bal Xmin, Xmax, Ymax, and Zmax domain boundaries, ambient solar
wind particles are injected, and particles leaving these domain boun-
daries are removed from the simulation domain. Particles hitting the
global Ymin boundary are reflected due to symmetry. Particles hitting
the lunar surface are collected, and their charges are accumulated to
calculate surface charging. A diagram of the computational domain
and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

C. Lunar Crater Geometry

In PIFE-PIC, arbitrary geometries for surface topographies are
defined and produced through an algebraic equation in the form of
z � z�x; y�. These arbitrary geometries need to be accurate enough to
mimic realistic surface topographies. This is done through the study
of morphometry, which is the process ofmeasuring land-form shapes
and dimensions. From a large database of detailed measurements of
lunar imagery, it has been made possible to represent the different
geometrical characteristics of lunar craters including the rim width,
rim height, rim diameter, and crater depth [74]. The different dimen-
sions of the craters can be calculated by only knowing the diameter of

the crater from the equation of the form y � a ×Db, where y is a
given crater characteristic (crater depth, rim height, etc.), D is the
diameter of the crater, and a and b are various constants [74]. The
specific diameter of a real lunar crater can bemeasured fromNASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s website, Moon Trek [75].
The shape of the lunar crater considered in this study is defined by

the equation of a circle, Eq. (1), and a series of flat lines and cosine
curves, Eqs. (2–5). The center position of the crater is defined by
Eq. (1) at the �x; y� location of �40;0� in the domain for the mean

Table 1 DSNE mean magnetosheath dayside plasma conditions
and photoelectron (at 90 deg sun elevation angle) parameters

in the magnetosheath day side plasma environment

(N/A denotes not applicable)

Plasma
species

Number
density n,
cm−3

Drifting
velocity vd,
×107 cm∕s

Thermal
velocity vt,
×107 cm∕s

Temperature
T, eV

Debye
length
λD, m

Electron 9.5 3.5 17.79 18 10.24
Ion 9.5 3.5 0.95 94 N/A
Photoelectron 100 N/A 6.22 2.2 1.10

Table 2 DSNE 99.7% magnetosheath dayside plasma conditions
and photoelectron (at 90 deg sun elevation angle) parameters

in the magnetosheath day side plasma environment
(N/A denotes not applicable)

Plasma
species

Number
density n,
cm−3

Drifting
velocity vd,
×107 cm∕s

Thermal
velocity vt,
×107 cm∕s

Temperature
T, eV

Debye
length
λD, m

Electron 1.3 6.4 56.25 180 87.57
Ion 1.3 6.4 3.25 1100 N/A
Photoelectron 100 N/A 6.22 2.2 1.10
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plasma condition case (normalized coordinates). This causes only
half the crater to be generated, so the remaining half of the crater is
generated by mirroring the domain over the X-Z plane. Equation (2)
is used to generate the inner floor region inside the crater for the range
of (r ≤ 4.5). Equation (3) is used to generate the inner, uphill side of
the rim for the range of (4.5 < r≤ 10.0). Equation (4) is used to
generate the outer, downhill side of the rim for the range of
(10.0 < r≤ 16.0). Equation (5) is used to generate the flat lunar
surface for the range of (r>16.0),

r � �x − 40�2 � y2 (1)

z � −2.05 (2)

z � 2.8 × 1 − cos
r − 4.5

5.5
× π − 2.05 (3)

z � 1.775 × 1� cos
r − 10

6
× π (4)

z � 0 (5)

Finally, Eq. (6) offsets Eqs. (2–5) to fit properly within the simu-
lation domain,

z � z� 9.75 (6)

In physical units, the lunar crater has a height of approximately
3.91 m and a depth of 2.26 m (both with respect to the flat surface).
Also, the lunar crater has an outer radius of 17.6 m, a rim radius of
11 m, and an inner radius of 4.95 m.

III. Results and Discussion

PIFE-PIC has three levels of iterations (loops): the main PIC loop,
the domain decomposition method (DDM) loop, and the matrix sol-
ver preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) loop. More details
of the PIFE-PIC framework, including parallel efficiency tests for
strong and weak scaling, are presented in Refs. [29,30].
For a typical run, the maximum number of the PCG field solver

iterations was set to 1000 with a tolerance of 1 × 10−6 for absolute
residue. Themaximumnumber of initial DDM iterations (solving the
initial electrostatic field before the main PIC loop starts) was set to
2000, and the maximum number of DDM iterations at each PIC

iteration step was set to 200 with a tolerance of 1 × 10−4 for relative

error. The simulations were set to run 10,000 PIC steps for the cases
with the mean plasma conditions and 25,000 PIC steps for the 99.7%

plasma condition on the Foundry cluster provided by the Center of

High-Performance Computing Research at Missouri University of
Science and Technology. The computing nodes are configured with

Dell C6525 nodes, each having four node chassis with each node

containing dual 32-core Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) EPYC

Rome 7452 CPUswith 256 GBDouble Data Rate FourthGeneration
(DDR4) RAM and six 480 GB Solid-State Drive (SSD) drives in

Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID 0). A typical run took

nine to ten wall-clock hours for the mean plasma conditions in the
magnetosheath day side environment running on 288 CPUs with a

domain decomposition configuration of 12 × 4 × 6 and a normalized

time step size of 0.02. A typical run for the 99.7%plasma condition in

the magnetosheath day side environment took approximately 60 to
66 wall-clock hours to finish on 560 CPUs with a domain decom-

position configuration of 8 × 5 × 14 and a normalized time step size

of 0.02. The total physical time of the simulation for the mean
magnetosheath case was 0.0022 s, and the total physical time for

the 99.7% magnetosheath case was 0.0056 s.
In the following figures (Figs. 2–7), the distance is normalized by

λD � 1.10 m, the density is normalized byn � 100 cm−3, the poten-

tial is normalized by T � 2.2 eV, and the electric field is normalized
by 2.0V/m. Section IVis broken down into twomain subsections: the

first subsection includes regolith surface charging at the lunar termi-

nator with only a crater present, and the second subsection includes

regolith surface charging at the lunar terminator with a crater as well
as a lunar lander module present in multiple locations. Each sub-

section considers surface charging in the two different magneto-

sheath plasma environments.

A. Regolith Surface Charging at Lunar Terminator Crater

As the moon orbits the earth, it is exposed to several different

plasma environments. About three-quarters of its time the moon

spends in the solar wind plasma environment, but the remainder is
within the terrestrial magnetosheath and geomagnetic tail. These

regions contain denser/more energetic plasma [76]. We first consider

surface charging for a lunar crater in the two different plasma en-
vironments: mean plasma conditions in the magnetosheath day side

environment and the 99.7% plasma condition in the magnetosheath

day side environment shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Figure 2a shows the normalized ion density contours, Fig. 2b

shows the normalized electron density contours, and Fig. 2c shows

the normalized photoelectron density contours. Figure 2d shows

the normalized potential contours near the lunar regolith surface.

Fig. 1 Computational domain and boundary conditions.
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The results clearly show a localized plasmawake formed by the lunar
crater. The plasma wake region can be seen inside the crater around

the left wall as well as regions behind the crater. The physics of the
localized plasma wake formation can be described by the expansion
of collisionless, mesothermal plasma flowing over an object [77]. As

the plasma expands into the wake region, the electric potential, ion
density, electron density, and photoelectron density decrease.
For the magnetosheath day side in the mean plasma environment

(Fig. 2), the surface potential in front of the crater is approximately

4.4 V, inside the crater on the left wall is approximately −30.8 V,
inside the crater on the right wall is approximately −6.6 V, and
behind the crater is approximately−52.8 V. The crater also generates
a plasma wake region extending to about 26.4 m behind the outer

right wall aswell as a small plasmawake regionwithin the crater. The
areas where the crater walls block the sunlight are the most negative

due to a lack of ion collection and photoelectron emission. The
surface potential is very negative in this environment (specifically
in thewake region but generally everywhere). This canmost likely be

attributed to the higher density and temperatures of the ion and
electron particles.
The simulation model also resolves the electric field inside the

regolith layer. Figure 2e shows the electric field vectors on the lunar

surface near the crater region, and Fig. 2f shows a zoomed-in view of
the electric field vectors around the lunar crater. The electric field at
the regolith surface is nonzero due to charge accumulation. For the

magnetosheath day side in themean plasma environment, the electric

Fig. 2 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with mean plasma conditions in the magnetosheath day side environment.
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field’s magnitude is consistently 2.0 V/m and extends about 22 m

over the plasma wake region as well as all the way upstream of the

crater. The electric field magnitude decreases to 0 V/m at about 44 m

above the surface. The electric field inside the regolith layer is

controlled by the net charge deposited at the regolith surface as well

as the capacitance of the regolith layer. The capacitance of the

regolith layer can be sensitively influenced by the properties of the

regolith. It is noted that the values calculated assume the regolith can

bemodeled by a dielectric layer with a thickness of about 5.5 m and a

relative permittivity of 4. Previous work [28] showed the surface

potentials are mainly driven by the current balance condition and are

insensitive to the thickness of the regolith layer.

One additional case was run for an extreme plasma charging

environment because the charging risk for the lunar crater is expected

to be significantly higher under a more severe plasma charging en-

vironment. Results for plasma charging at the lunar crater within

the 99.7% plasma condition in the magnetosheath day side environ-

ment are shown in Fig. 3. The surface potential behind the crater is

approximately −275 V. The crater generates a plasma wake region

extending to about 45 m behind the outer right wall. Figure 3e shows

Fig. 3 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with 99.7% plasma condition in the magnetosheath day side environment (E = Electric).
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the electric field vectors on the lunar surface, and Fig. 3f shows a
zoomed-in view of the electric field vectors around the lunar crater.
The electric field magnitude around the lunar crater and in the plasma
wake region is about 3.0 to 4.0 V/m for this extreme environment.

The strength of the electric field does not extend upstream from the
lunar crater and is contained around the crater and the plasma wake
region.
In an earlier study conducted by Halekas et al. [76], lunar surface

charging during solar energetic particle events were observed. The
authors studied 11 different time periods where the Lunar Prospector
Electron Reflectometer recognized large negative surface potentials.
Although their focus was on the solar wind plasma environments,
their characterization of surface charging between the 11 events leads
to correlations of parameters that can be extended to other plasma
environments. For the majority of the time periods (9 out of 11), the

negative surface potential of the lunar surface has a direct correlation
with the thermal electron temperature and the ratio of the energetic
electron flux to the energetic proton flux. Referring back to Tables 1
and 2, the thermal electron temperature for the 99.7% plasma con-
dition (180 eV) is ten times larger than the mean plasma conditions
(18 eV) in the magnetosheath day side environment. Looking at the
results of our two simulations, the surface potential increases from
−52.8 to −275 V in the plasma wake behind the crater (from the
mean to the 99.7% plasma condition), which corresponds and

strengthens the expectations that the thermal electron temperature
plays a role in altering the surface potential.

B. Lunar Lander Module Charging at Lunar Terminator

Charging was not considered a serious risk during the Apollo era
because the Apollo astronauts always stayed in the sunlit region.

Future lunar missions may require exploration activities in more

complex lunar terrain. In this section, we further consider the charg-

ing of a small lunar lander module made with conductive materials

(relative permittivity of 100, which is 25 times larger than the lunar

regolith) positioned slightly above the lunar surface at two different

positions:
1) In position 1 (Figs. 4 and 5), the lunar landermodule is 27.5m in

front of the lunar crater’s center and 2.2m over the lunar surface. This
position represents a landing scenario upstream from the crater.
2) In position 2 (Figs. 6 and 7), the lunar lander module is 27.5 m

behind the lunar crater’s center and 2.2 m over the lunar surface. This
position represents a landing scenario downstream from the crater.

For both lunar lander module positions, the surface charging was

considered in the same two plasma environments as in the crater-only

case. The small lunar lander module is represented by a spherewith a

radius of 1.65 m. Photoelectron emission characteristics of the lunar

lander is assumed to be the same as the lunar surface. It is noted here

that this assumptionmost likely will notmake a significant difference

because the size of the conductive lunar lander is small compared to

the dielectric lunar surface. Additionally, according to experimental

data, the photoemission yield of aluminum is slightly lower than JSC-

1A (a lunar simulant), 4.2 for aluminum, and 5.8 for JSC-1A [78].

Future work will look more into this effect.

1. Position 1: Lunar Lander Module Upstream from Crater

Figure 4 shows the normalized ion density contours, the normal-

ized potential contours, the electric field vectors on the lunar surface

near the crater region, and a zoomed-in view of the electric field

vectors around the lunar crater and lunar lander module in position 1

for the magnetosheath day side in the mean plasma environment.

Fig. 4 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lander module in position 1 (upstream from the crater) with mean plasma conditions in the
magnetosheath day side environment.
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Figure 4b shows the normalized potential contours near the lunar
regolith surface.
For the magnetosheath day side in the mean plasma environ-

ment, the surface potential in front of the crater is approximately
−17.6 V. This is different from the surface potential in front of the
crater for the crater-only case, as that potential was 4.4 V. This can
most likely be attributed to the lunar lander module blocking ions
from reaching the crater, as shown in Fig. 4a, and a lower density of
photoelectrons due to the lack of photoemission on the crater.
Figure 4b shows the lunar lander module has a potential of about

−13.2 V, which is about the same as the environment it is posi-
tioned in.
Figure 4c shows the electric field vectors on the lunar surface,

and Fig. 4d shows a zoomed-in view of the electric field vectors
around the lunar crater and lunar lander module. The electric field
magnitude around the lunar crater, lunar lander module, and in the
plasma wake region is once again consistently 2.0 V/m for the
mean magnetosheath day side environment. The mean magneto-
sheath day side electric field’s strength extends about 22 m and
reaches 0 V/m at about 44 m above the surface. Also, the electric

Fig. 5 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lander module in position 1 (upstream from the crater) with 99.7% plasma condition in the
magnetosheath day side environment.
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field can be seen as having an influence all the way to the front of
the simulation domain.
Results for plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lan-

der module in position 1 within 99.7% plasma condition in the mag-
netosheath day side environment are shown in Fig. 5. The surface
potential behind the crater is approximately−275 V. Figure 5c shows
the lunar lander module also has a potential of about −275 V, which
is about the same as the environment it is positioned in. The crater
generates a plasma wake region extending to about 45 m behind the
outer right wall. Figure 5e shows the electric field vectors on the lunar
surface, and Fig. 5f shows a zoomed-in view of the electric field
vectors around the lunar crater and lunar lander module. The electric
field magnitude around the lunar crater, lunar lander module, and in
the plasma wake region is about 3.0 to 4.0 V/m for this extreme
environment. Although this time, the strength of the electric field
does not extend much upstream the lunar crater and is contained
around the crater, the lunar lander module, and the plasma wake
region.

2. Position 2: Lunar Lander Module Downstream from Crater

Figure 6 shows the normalized ion density contours, the normal-
ized potential contours, the electric field vectors on the lunar surface
near the crater region, and a zoomed-in view of the electric field
vectors around the lunar crater and lunar lander module in position 2
for the magnetosheath day side in the mean plasma environment.
Figure 6b shows the normalized potential contours near the lunar
regolith surface.
For the magnetosheath day side in the mean plasma environment,

the surface potential behind the crater is approximately −52.8 V.
This is the same surface potential behind the crater for the crater-only

case. Once again, this similarity can most likely be attributed to the

lunar lander module not blocking any ions or illumination. Figure 6b

shows the lunar lander module has a potential of about −30.8 V on

top of it and about −39.6 V underneath it. Both surface potentials

(on top and bottom of the lunar lander module) are similar to their

surroundings, but the surrounding potential around the module is

different because the potential gradient changes over a short distance

due to the large negative plasma wake behind the crater. Similarly to

the crater-only case and the position 1 lunar lander module case,

the mean magnetosheath day side environment has an overall very

negative surface potential, illustrating the large potential difference

the moon can go through as it navigates through its orbit.
Figure 6c shows the electric field vectors on the lunar surface, and

Fig. 6d shows a zoomed-in view of the electric field vectors around

the lunar crater and lunar landermodule. The electric fieldmagnitude

around the lunar crater, lunar lander module, and in the plasma wake

region is once again consistently 2.0 V/m for the magnetosheath day

side environment. The same trends occur here that were discussed in

the position 1 subsection.
Results for plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lander

module in position 2 within 99.7% plasma condition in the magneto-

sheath day side environment are shown in Fig. 7. The surface

potential behind the crater is approximately−275 V. Figure 7c shows
the lunar lander module also has a potential of about −275 V, which
is about the same as the environment it is positioned in. The crater

generates a plasma wake region extending to about 45 m behind the

outer right wall. Figure 7e shows the electric field vectors on the lunar

surface, and Fig. 7f shows a zoomed-in view of the electric field

vectors around the lunar crater and lunar lander module. The electric

field magnitude around the lunar crater, lunar lander module, and in

Fig. 6 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lander module in position 2 (downstream from the crater) with mean plasma condition in the

magnetosheath day side environment.
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the plasma wake region is about 3.0 to 4.0 V/m for this extreme

environment. Once again, the strength of the electric field does not

extend upstream the lunar crater and is contained around the crater

and the plasma wake region. It is also noted that the electric field

surrounding the lunar lander module is more uniformly 4.0 V/m

compared to the rest of the wake region.

Compared to the results shown in Sec. IV.A (crater only), the

disturbances from the lunar lander module both upstream and down-

stream from the crater on the plasma field are obvious andwill need to

be taken into account in the modeling of dust interactions around the

lunar lander module, especially when the lunar lander module is

upstream from the crater because its presence blocks the ions and

solar illumination, which significantly alters the surface charge of the

lunar crater’s rim. Also, because the material of the lunar lander

module is modeled as a conductor, the presence and charging of

the lunar lander module caused by both electron and ion bombard-

ment as well as photoelectron emission develops nearly uniform

charging between the lunar lander module and its surroundings.

Fig. 7 Plasma charging at the lunar crater with the lunar lander module in position 2 (downstream from the crater) with 99.7%plasma condition in the
magnetosheath day side environment.
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IV. Conclusions

This paper presents fully kinetic numerical simulations of plasma
charging at lunar craters (some of which include lunar lander mod-
ules) using the recently developed and massively parallel PIFE-PIC
code. The computation model explicitly includes the lunar regolith
layer, the lunar bedrock, and the lunar lander module as part of the
simulation. Surface charging is calculated directly from the local
charge deposition, and the electric field is obtained both inside the
object and in the plasma.
Two applications are considered in this paper. The first considers

regolith surface charging around a small crater at the lunar terminator.
The results clearly show the differential charging of the lunar sur-
face and strengthens the expectations that the thermal electron tem-
perature plays a role in altering the surface potential. The second
application considers the charging of a lunar lander module in two
different positions (upstream and downstream from the crater) rep-
resenting different landing locations. For all three cases (crater only,
lunar landermodule in position 1, and lunar landermodule in position
2), two plasma environments retrieved from NASA’s DSNE docu-
mentwere considered: mean plasma conditions in themagnetosheath
day side environment as well as the 99.7% plasma condition in the
magnetosheath day side environment. These cases are vital to the
understanding of the surface charging of lunar craters and lunar
lander modules in different plasma charging environments through-
out the moon’s orbit and how the landing positions of lunar modules
can affect their surface charging and the charging of the surrounding
lunar surface. The key conclusions here are that the near-uniform
potential on the lunar lander module becomes close to that of its
environment and the lunar lander module only significantly changes
the charging of the lunar surface/crater when it is blocking ions and
illumination. When the lunar lander module is downstream from the
crater, its influence on the surface charging is negligible.
For the mean plasma conditions and the small lunar crater consid-

ered here, the results only show moderate charging. However, the
surface charging for themagnetosheath day side plasma environment
was negative and had an influential electric field surrounding the
crater and extending far upstream.
Additionally, the risks associated with charging and discharging

increase significantly under a more severe plasma charging environ-
ment as shown in the 99.7% plasma condition in the magnetosheath
day side environment. This plasma environment was so severe that
the surface potential for all three cases was similar, regardless of the
presence of the lunar lander module or its landing position.
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